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There is a continuing need to understand the fluid physics occurring under low
gravity conditions in processes such as crystal growth, materials processing, and the
movement of bubbles or droplets. The fluid flow in such situations is often caused by a
gradient in interracial tension. If a temperature gradient is created due to a heat source,
the resulting flow is called thermocapillary flow, a special case of Marangoni
Convection. In this study, an experimental investigation was conducted using silicone oil
in cylindrical containers with a laser heat source at the free surface. It was desired to
determine the conditions under which steady, axisymmetrical thermocapillary flow
becomes unstable and oscillatory three-dimensional flow states develop. The critical
Marangoni number for each observed oscillatory state was measured as a function of the
container aspect ratio and the dynamic Bond number, a measure of buoyant force versus
thermocapillaryforce. Variousoscillatorymodeswereobservedduring three-
dimensionalconvection,andchaoticflow wasreachedin onetestcondition.Thecritical
Marangoninumbersarecomparedwith thosemeasuredin previousstudies,andthe
powerspectraandphasetrajectoriesof the instantaneousurfacetemperature
distributionsareusedto characterizetheroutesof transitionsto thechaoticflow state.
Resultsshowthatonly superharmonicmodesappearin theroutesto chaoswhile infinite
numberof subharmonicmodesoccurin flow transitionsfor pureRayleighconvection.
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I. Introduction
Interest in the study of surface tension driven flows has increased in recent years,
as researchers have realized the importance of surface tension forces in crystal growth
processes and microgravity fluid experimentation. An intense effort is underway to
determine when surface tension forces and the resulting flows are important, and to attain
a quantitative description of the flow mechanisms involved. By eliminating or reducing
surface tension driven forces in crystal melts, the high quality crystals demanded by the
industrial sector can be produced. Surface tension driven flows also have a major impact
on microgravity fluid experiments performed in space, where fluid flow is mostly
unaffected by gravity-induced buoyancy forces, but is dominated by the effects of surface
tension. The movement of bubbles or droplets through an immiscible fluid can also be
achieved by surface tension driven flows. By gaining a better understanding of this type
of flow, scientists hope to gain more control over microgravity fluid experimentation.
Surface tension is a function of the temperature, composition, and electrical
potential in a fluid system. A variation in any of these fields along the fluid interface
causes a gradient in surface tension, which can induce fluid flow at that interface.
Surface tension driven flows are observed in the spread of flames over a pool of liquid
fuel, in containerless material processing, and in the movement of an oil droplet in a non-
uniform temperature field where surface tension forces are present at the droplet
interface.A surfacetension driven flow induced by a temperature gradient is known as
thermocapillary flow.
In the case of thermocapillary flow caused by a radiant heat flux, the center of a
fluid surface is heated, and the fluid interface at the chamber wall is cooled. An outward
heat flux occurs, and the difference in temperatures between the hot center and the cool
outer walls causes a surface tension gradient in the fluid, resulting in thermocapillary
flow. The surface tension is higher in the cooler regions, as is expected in a liquid
system. The hot fluid is then "pulled" outward by the cooler fluid near the walls. As the
hot fluid flows away from the center, colder fluid from below flows upward, and the
steady flow shown in Figure 1 develops. This steady, axisymmetric flow is known as
Marangoni flow.
The steady axisymmetric flow continues until the heat flux reaches a critical
value. At and above this critical value, small fluctuations in the flow will grow and
eventually form a limit-cycle oscillation. In this way, the flow patterns become
oscillatory and three-dimensional. An example of the oscillatory patterns observed at the
fluid surface during the experiment can be seen in Figure 2. In the oscillatory flow, the
temperature gradient across the fluid surface will oscillate with time, causing surface
velocity components in both the radial and circumferential directions. As the fluid
oscillates, the free surface also deforms and oscillates, which can have detrimental effects
on fluid processes. As the temperature gradient is increased by changing the heat flux,
the oscillations in the fluid may change from one organized oscillatory flow pattern to
another. At a higher critical value, the flow may develop into a chaotic or aperiodic state.
In thechaoticflow regime,thefluid motionandthe freesurfaceshapearerandom,and
thechangesin thetemperaturedistributionarenon-periodic.
Surfacetensiondrivenflowsareamajorconcernin theareaof crystalgrowth
technology. The main concerns in crystal growth processes are to minimize
contamination, producing a pure and homogeneous product. Containerless processes are
frequently used for crystal growth, as the transfer of impurities from the walls is
eliminated. Czochralski, floating zone, liquid bridge (half float zone), and open boat
zoning growth techniques are different methods of producing crystals. These techniques
have a free fluid surface and are susceptible to the detrimental effects of thermocapillary
flows. For example, under normal gravitational conditions, surface tension is used to
hold the crystal melt between two cylinders in float zones and liquid bridge processes.
Because the effect of gravity can cause surface deformations in the melt, these crystal
growth processes are performed in microgravity conditions, where minimizing the
thermocapillary effects is even more important. When the effect of gravity is decreased
during space flight, the effects of buoyancy forces decrease, and surface tension driven
flow dominates, adversely affecting crystal growth processes. By reducing surface
tension driven flows in the crystal melt, higher quality crystals can be produced under
microgravity conditions.
Once thought to be a negligible surface effect, thermocapillary flow dominates
crystal growth processes even in a normal gravitational environment. The domination by
thermocapillary flows is due to the large surface area to volume ratios and the high
temperatures encountered in crystal growth processes. Surface tension driven flows
directly affecttheshapeof thesolid-liquid interface,thegrowthspeed,andtheimpurity
distributionin thecrystalmelts. Oscillatorythermocapillaryflow causestemperature
fluctuationsin themelts,which in turn leadsto oscillatorycrystalgrowth speeds.The
unstablegrowthspeedscausebandsof impuritiesto form in thecrystals. Therefore,to
improvecrystalgrowthtechniques,researchersaresearchingfor waysto control or
eliminatetheeffectsof surfacetensiondrivenflows in microgravityandnormal
gravitationalsettings.
Interestin thecapillarymotionof bubblesanddropletsis resultingin more
theoreticalinvestigationsof surfacetensiondrivenflows, whichplay an importantrole in
themovementof adropletor bubblethroughahostfluid dueto atemperaturegradient.
By imposingatemperaturegradientacrosstheliquid medium,surfacetensionforces
developatthe interfacebetweenthedropletandthemedium. Thedropletthentravelsin
thedirectionof decreasinginterfacialtensionthroughthemedium. Themovementof the
dropletis anexampleof thermocapillaryflow, andcanbepredictedby studyingthe
surfacetensionforces.
By experimentallydeterminingthecritical pointsat whichoscillationsandchaotic
flow occur,abetterunderstandingof theconditionsthatcausefluid flow to become
unstableis gained. With this understanding,it is thenpossibleto minimize surface
tensionforcesin fluid systemsin which instabilitiesareundesirable,or to usethesurface
tensionforcesto controlthebehaviorof fluid interfaces.With theability to minimize the
effectsof surfacetensiondrivenflows, higherquality crystalscanbeproducedfor
industrialapplications.Reducingthesurfacetensiondriving forcecanalsoimprove
control overfluid experimentsduringexperimentsconductedin space.Understanding
surfacetensioncanalsoaidin predictingandcontrollingthemovementof adroplet
throughan immisciblefluid medium. Althoughtheunderstandingof surfacetension
drivenflows hasmanyapplicationsin microgravityconditions,researchduringspace
flights is difficult to achievebecauseof the limited availabilityandthehigh costs
associatedwith spaceresearch.Therefore,it is necessaryto conductthermocapillary
experimentsundernormalgravitationalconditionswhileminimizing theeffectsof
buoyancy,ashasbeendonein this investigation.
II. Historical Notes
1. Early Benard Flow Discoveries
The first observations of surface tension driven flow occurred in 1901, when
Benard [ 1,2] observed hexagonal cells of fluid on a horizontal liquid surface heated from
below. This convective flow pattern, which became known as Benard flow, was not
immediately attributed to surface tension forces. Rayleigh [3] credited buoyancy forces
as the driving factor behind Benard flow, since a vertical temperature gradient was
induced in the liquid by heating from below.
It wasn't until 1958 that surface tension forces were suspected as the primary
cause of Benard flow. While observing the drying patterns of layers of paint, Pearson [4]
noted that Benard cells formed on the liquid paint surface even when the paint covered
the underside of a surface. The orientation of the fluid surface in such a case negates any
effects from buoyancy while the liquid surface is being cooled by evaporation. From
these observations, Pearson concluded that Benard cells could not be caused purely by
buoyancy forces.
New properties for Benard flow were examined in 1964, when Scriven and
Sternling [5] proposed two modes of instabilities for the flow pattern. The first mode put
forth was that of a stationary disturbance steadily increasing over a period of time. The
second mode of instability considered for Benard flow exhibited temporal periodicity.
Theperiodicity of theflow wascausedby overstabilizationof thefluid system.Scriven
andSternlingalsoproposedfour interfacemodelsfor thefluid freesurface.Themodels
proposedwerea completelyrigid surface,a laterallyrigid but flexible surface,a surface
thatwasinflexible but laterallyfree, and a completely free surface. They also observed
that in smaller scale experiments, fluid behavior at the interfaces tended to dominate over
the bulk flow behavior.
More work was done in 1964 by Neild [6]. It was Neild's beliefthat buoyancy
and surface tension forces causing instabilities reinforce each other. For buoyancy driven
flow, it was known that a critical value existed for a quantity known as the Rayleigh
number. The Rayleigh number is defined as follows:
Ra- g'13"AT'H3a.v (I)
where g is gravitational acceleration, 13is the thermal expansion coefficient, AT is the
temperature difference, H is the height of the vessel, tx is the thermal diffusivity, and v is
the kinematic viscosity. The Rayleigh number is the ratio of buoyancy forces and
convective heat transfer to viscous forces and conductive heat transfer for a fluid. Since a
critical value existed for the Rayleigh number, it was reasonable to assume that there was
also a critical value for the Marangoni number for surface tension driven flows. The
Marangoni number is defined as follows:
"/-AT-R
Ma= laa (2)
In Equation (2), %,is the temperature coefficient of surface tension, R is the radius of the
chamber, and _t is the dynamic viscosity. The Marangoni number is a relationship similar
to the Rayleighnumber,applyingto Benardflow ratherthanbuoyancydriven flows. The
Marangoninumberis definedastheratioof surfacetensionforcesandconvectiveheat
transferto viscousforcesandconductiveheattransfer.BecauseNeild believedthatthe
two mechanismsdriving theflow complimented each other, he proposed that the value of
the critical Marangoni number required for Benard flow decreases as the Rayleigh
number increases.
The existence of the critical Marangoni number wasn't proven until 1966, when
Smith [7] found that by assuming a non-deformable free surface, the critical value could
almost always be determined. Smith based his findings on Benard flow for two
immiscible liquid phases, each infinitely deep. Assuming a critical Marangoni number
and accounting for the effect of gravity, he studied the instability of fluids with steady
one-dimensional heat transfer. Smith also discovered that although the effects of surface
waves are negligible for most cases, they dominate experiments involving thin layers of
viscous fluids.
2. Thermocapillary Flow
The rapid growth of technological industries in the 1970s led to increased interest
in crystal growth processes, shifting scientific research away from Benard-Marangoni
convection problems. Instead, researchers began to focus on the phenomena related to
steady thermocapillary flows often observed in crystal growth melts. Investigators
concentrated their experimental and numerical work on proving the existence of surface
tension driven flows, the relative magnitude of these flows to those driven by buoyancy
forces,andtheinteractionsof thetwo driving forcesof fluid motion. Others began to
investigate the effect of the shape of the free fluid surface on the flow patterns.
In 1976, Chang and Wilcox [8] experimented with floating zone configurations, a
common method for crystal growth processes. Attempting to estimate the magnitude of
surface tension driven flow, they solved the steady state equations for heat and mass
transfer. Part of their work focused on laminar flow regimes for fluids of different
Prandtl numbers. They found that the dominant mode of heat transfer for a fluid system
can be related to the size of the Prandtl number of the fluid. Convective heat transfer has
a relatively minor role for fluids with low Prandtl numbers; however, convection
becomes an important heat transfer mechanism for fluids with Prandtl numbers above 1.
They also found that buoyancy forces had a negligible effect during their experiment
compared to surface tension forces.
Schwabe, Scharmann, Preisser, and Oeder [9] in 1978 were possibly the first
investigators to observe thermocapillary flow. They tried to determine the magnitude of
surface tension driven flows and to study the oscillatory states in experiments involving
NaNO 3 float zones. During their investigation, they observed vortex flows in the lower
half of the float zones. The flows were inconsistent with the expected flow patterns
caused by natural convection. They also observed upper level vortex flows occurring
below the critical Rayleigh number for convection. After these phenomena were
observed, surface tension forces were eliminated in the setup by confining the melt within
a quartz cylinder. Without the effects of surface tension, the vortex flows failed to
develop. The flows that had been observed earlier were therefore attributed to a surface
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tensiondriving force. During theexperimentation,Schwabeet al. alsoobserved
oscillations of temperature and the vortices. The oscillations which were proportional to
the temperature gradients across the fluid surface indicated thermocapillary flows present.
From this experiment, the researchers proved the existence ofthermocapillary flow, and
that such flow was not negligible in crystal growth processes. They also proposed that
there existed a critical value for the Marangoni number at which oscillatory behavior will
begin in a system.
Schwabe and Scharmann [10] continued their experimentation with NaNO 3 float
zones, and in 1979 proved that there was a critical value of the Marangoni number for the
onset of oscillatory flow. They also found that the critical Marangoni number varied for
different zone lengths, and concluded that the aspect ratio of the zone was an important
parameter in determining flow behavior. They reasoned that by coordinating this with the
critical Rayleigh number for the onset of oscillatory natural convection, it would be
possible to avoid oscillatory flow by changing the temperature gradient across the fluid
and the dimensions of the zone.
Thermocapillary flow was also observed in 1979 by Chun and Wuest [ 11 ], who
worked with a half float zone process, using methyl alcohol as a test fluid. To explain the
oscillatory flow, they credited the behavior of temperature disturbances on the free fluid
surface. The growth or damping of the temperature disturbances depends on the ratio of
conductive heat transfer to that of Marangoni convection. They found that in cases where
there is a high rate of convective heat transfer and low conduction, the temperature
disturbances are held relatively steady. In all other cases, however, the temperature
I1
disturbances move in all directions at various rates, interfering with each other. The
continuous interference causes the disturbances to amplify over time. Chun and Wuest
believed that oscillations also occur as a fluid system attempts to balance the dissipation
of energy by viscosity with the rate of energy liberated by surface tension forces. Finally,
they observed what they believed to be a growth period for disturbances, occurring
between detectable temperature fluctuations and distinct oscillatory motion.
Schwabe and Scharmann [12] again made important contributions to the
understanding of thermocapillary flow in 1981, in experiments with an open boat crystal
growth experiment. When they covered the free surface of the crystal melt with a thin
film of viscous oil, the flow in the melt zone was greatly reduced. In this way, they
echoed the findings of Chang and Wilcox in 1976, and proved that thermocapillary flow
was a dominant driving force in processes other than float zone configurations.
Investigation into float zone flow patterns continued in 1984, when Kamotani,
Ostrach, and Vargas [13] experimented with systems of hexadecane and Fluorinert FC-
43. Their work proved that the Marangoni number and aspect ratio alone are not enough
to characterize the stability of flow; rather, the flexibility of the free surface and the time
lag associated with it are also important in determining flow stability. The time lag is
defined as the length of time required for a fluid particle to flow along the surface, travel
into the fluid volume, and move back to the surface by means of return flow. They
determined that the time lag associated with the free surface flexibility contributes weak
and strong periods of convective heat transfer in the fluid. Oscillations are then caused
by a combination of factors, including the flexibility and velocity of the surface, and the
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temperaturedistributionacrossthesurface.On a final note, the researchers observed an
S-shaped temperature profile on the free surface.
Another set of experiments were conducted in 1984 during a TEXUS 7 rocket
flight. Chun [14] investigated a high range of Marangoni numbers, 9.4xl 04 to 1.24x 105,
looking for turbulence. During his experiments, he noted oscillatory and turbulent
motion for a variety of flows, and also discovered a transition region between the first
noticeable oscillatory motion and fully developed oscillations.
Although crystal melts have relatively low Prandtl numbers, most investigators
use fluids with high Prandtl numbers in their experiments because they are easier to use.
Many high Prandtl number fluids are transparent, allowing better flow visualization. In
1990, however, Jurisch [15] worked with molten metals having Prandtl numbers below 1.
He investigated and observed different modes of oscillations on the fluid surfaces, but
saw no S-shaped temperature profiles.
Velten, Schwabe, and Scharmann [ 16] experimented with high Prandtl number
fluids in liquid bridge configurations in 1991. They noted that the critical Marangoni
number for oscillatory motion had a strong dependence on the aspect ratio. While
studying the modes and frequencies of the oscillations on the surface, they found that
thermocouples placed on the surface to record temperatures strongly affected the stability
of the flow.
A different experimental method was employed in 1992, when Kamotani, Lee,
Ostrach, and Pline [17] investigated flows in circular containers with a wire heater along
the axes. They found that the critical temperature difference was independent of chamber
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diameters for cases with fixed aspect ratios; therefore, the onset conditions for
oscillations could not be specified by the Marangoni number alone. They proposed that a
surface deformation parameter, S, be used in addition to the Marangoni number to predict
flow stability. The S parameter represents the time lag between flow at the surface and
the return flow in the fluid container. They also noted that the flow can be considered to
have boundary layer characteristics when the aspect ratio is greater than Re, "It2, the
Reynolds number based on surface tension. The Reynolds number based on surface
tension is given by Y.AT.Hla------V-, where y is the temperature coefficient of surface tension, AT
is the temperature difference, p, is the viscosity, v is the kinematic viscosity, and H is the
height of the test chamber. This relationship is derived from a standard form of the
Reynolds number, V._ where V is the velocity, and substituting the relationship Y.AT
_t
for V.
In 1993 Lee [18] investigated circular containers filled with 2 and 5 centistoke
silicon oil, using a constant heat flux as the driving force. Lee used alpha-alumina
particles to allow visualization of the flow patterns, and had thermocouples on the fluid
surface for temperature measurement. In addition to the thermocouples, he used an
infrared imager to give a complete picture of the temperature distribution on the surface
of the fluid. Like previous researchers, he found that the presence of thermocouples at
the surface interfered with the flow stability, and that the readings provided by the
thermocouples were unreliable. The unreliability of the thermocouple readings occurred
because the thermal boundary layer was thinner than the width of the thermocouple
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junctions. Leefoundthatby increasingtheratioof thediameterof theheatsourceon the
fluid surface to the chamber diameter, he could reduce the critical Marangoni number for
the onset of oscillations. He concluded that for a given aspect ratio, onset conditions
could be predicted from the Marangoni number and the S parameter proposed by
Kamotani et al. [17]. For large test chambers, Lee found that the S parameter plays the
dominant role in determining flow stability.
More investigations into thermocapillary flow were performed in 1994 by Nash
[19]. Nash repeated Lee's method of subjecting circular containers of silicon oil to a
radiant heat flux. He determined that there was a definite relationship between the critical
Marangoni number and aspect ratio in cases with constant Bond numbers. He also found
that the Bond number is an important parameter in thermocapillary flow stability. During
his experiment, Nash identified six distinct oscillatory modes, from a simple spinning
motion, to complex beating patterns. The oscillatory modes exhibited either radial or
tangential periodic motion. Nash also investigated the surface phenomena that occurred
at values of the Marangoni number beyond the onset of oscillations. Nash found that as
the Marangoni number was increased, the patterns of the surface oscillations changed
from one identifiable mode to another.
3. Chaotic Flow Regimes
In addition to examining the onset of oscillatory motion in thermocapillary flow
systems, investigators are interested in the fluid behavior after the oscillations have been
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initiated. Many of these investigations focus on the transition of surface flow from
oscillatory motion to turbulent flow regimes, also known as chaotic flow.
In 1979, Gollub and Benson [20] determined that the flow patterns on a fluid
surface changed according to one of four distinct mechanisms during the transition to
turbulent flow. In some of the cases, they observed that oscillations of different
frequencies became "phase-locked" or entrained. A loss of this entrainment led to the
development of non-periodic flow. Another route to turbulence was provided by the
successive subharmonic bifurcations of a periodic flow. In a third method, chaotic
motion was caused by three incommensurate frequencies coexisting in a well defined
flow regime. Lastly, they observed the intermittent turbulence seen by Libchaber and
Maurer [21,22] as the behavior of the fluid alternated between periodic and non-periodic
cycles. Gollub and Benson also found that the sequence of time dependent instabilities
depended on the mean flow of the fluid, and that several mean flows are stable over a
wide range of Rayleigh numbers.
In 1984, Wolf, Swift, Swinney, and Vastano [23] developed the first algorithms to
estimate non-negative Lyapunov exponents. They believed Lyapunov exponents to be
the most useful diagnostic tools for chaotic systems, providing qualitative and
quantitative characterization of the fluid behavior. Systems that have one or more
positive Lyapunov exponents are chaotic in nature. The group proved that given accurate
data about a system, deterministic chaos could be distinguished from external noise and
topological complexities.
16
Chaoticfluid flow wasobservedin 1994by Nash[19], while hewasinvestigating
the surfacebehaviorof siliconoil pasttheconditionsfor theonsetof oscillations. Nash
observednon-periodicflow once,while investigatingsurfaceflow in asmalldiameter
circularchamber,0.5cm diameter,with anaspectratioof 2.0and5.88asthevaluefor
the Bondnumber.
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III. Experimental Parameters
In the experiment, a laser beam was used as a source of radiant heat to induce a
temperature gradient on the surface of a volume of oil in a chamber with cooled walls, as
shown in Figure 3. In such a setup, there are many test condition settings that can be
adjusted in order to perform a parameter study of the fluid physics. The researcher is able
to change the test chamber shape and dimensions, the cooling bath temperature, or the
test fluid used in order to achieve the desired experimental conditions. Even the
attributes of the laser are variable -- the ratio of beam diameter to the test chamber
diameter, the shape of the beam, and the type of beam can be adjusted. Before beginning
the experiment, it is therefore necessary to decide what values or ranges will be studied
for each parameter in order to obtain a fluid physics map.
The objective of this experiment was to study the transition from organized
oscillatory flow to chaotic motion in circular test chambers with a radiant heat source.
The temperature of the test chamber walls was fixed at 20 ° C, and maintained at this
value through the use of a cold water bath. The only fluid used during the experiment
was 2 centistoke silicon oil. The laser beam used as the radiant heat source had a
Gaussian shape, and a 90 ° angle of incidence with the fluid surface. The diameter of the
beam is non-dimensionalized to give the beam ratio, Br, which is defined as
Br = Db
-D- (3)
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whereD is thediameterof thetestchamberstudiedandDbis thediameter of the beam.
The effects of varying the beam ratio in thermocapillary flow experiments have been
studied by Nash [19], who found that large beam ratios produced a destabilizing effect on
the fluid flow. In order to compare the results of this investigation directly with Nash's
results, the beam ratio was fixed at a value of 0.2, which was a test condition also used by
Nash, throughout the experiment.
The ratio of momentum diffusivity to thermal diffusivity in a fluid is known as the
Prandtl number and is expressed by
Pr= -_- _ (4)
where Cp is the specific heat capacity, p. is the dynamic viscosity, k is the thermal
conductivity, v is the kinematic viscosity, and ct is the thermal diffusivity. Since the only
test fluid used in the experiment is 2 centistoke silicon oil, the value for the Prandtl
number is fixed at 27 at 25°C. This high Prandtl number means that the rate of viscous
diffusion is much greater than that of thermal diffusion in the silicon oil. The Prandtl
numbers for fluids in crystal growth processes are generally lower than this value.
The aspect ratio, AR, was used to describe the inner dimensions of the test
chambers. Defined as a ratio of the height, H, to the radius, R, of the test vessels,
AR-- (5)
the aspect ratio is an important parameter in determining the stability of thermocapillary
flows in a system. The aspect ratio describes the shape of a container. A test chamber
with a large aspect ratio has a tall, cylindrical shape, while one with a small aspect ratio is
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shaped like a flat dish. The effects of hulk fluid flow are reduced for the flat vessels with
small aspect ratios, as the end effects of the system tend to dominate the flow. Therefore,
the large surface area to volume ratio of the dish-shaped test chambers exhibit surface
tension driven flow rather than flows driven by the effects of buoyancy.
A non-dimensional representation of the temperature gradient across the free fluid
surface is given by the Marangoni number based on temperature, Mat,
Mat = _ .6T.R (2)last
where y is the temperature coefficient of surface tension, R is the test chamber radius, and
AT is the temperature difference between the center of the fluid and the wall. The
Marangoni number also represents the product of two ratios, surface tension forces to
viscous forces, and convective to conductive heat transfer in the fluid, as shown by Shen,
Neitzel, Jankowski, and Mittlemann [24].
The Marangoni number can be based on laser power rather than the temperature
difference. By assuming a fully insulated chamber bottom and then performing an energy
balance on the test chamber, temperature change and laser power can be related by
Q
AT = 2_.--_--k-_-H' where Q is the measured laser power. After substituting this into Equation
(4), the following relation for the Marangoni number is obtained as
y -Q.R (6)
Maq = 2.n-k.la_.H
Because this experiment was performed under normal gravitational conditions,
bouyancy forces caused by gravity still affect the stability ofthermocapillary flows. The
impact that the buoyant forces will have on the flow patterns can be observed by looking
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at the ratio of the Rayleigh number and the Marangoni number based on temperature,
which is the ratio of the buoyancy forces to the surface tension forces. This ratio is
known as the dynamic Bond number, Bo, and is expressed as
Bo = Ra = 0.g.13.H3 (7)
Ma t _' .'R-
where 13is the thermal expansion coefficient, p is the density of the test fluid, and H is the
height of the chamber. From this expression, it is clear that the Bond number is directly
proportional to the cube of the test chamber height. For shallow test chambers the effects
of gravity can become small compared to the surface tension forces, and microgravity
conditions can be approximated.
The dimensionless numbers were used as controlled parameters in the experiment.
The values for these parameters were chosen to allow thermocapillary flow to be studied
in cases with constant aspect ratios as well as cases with constant Bond numbers. The
test matrix examined in this experiment is shown in Table 1. The range of parameters
used in this experiment are as follows:
1. Test Chamber Diameters used (in centimeters): 0.5, 1.0, 1.2, 2.0, 3.0
2. Constant Aspect Ratios studied: 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0
3. Constant Bond Numbers studied: 0.13, 0.54, 1.54
This test matrix was studied by Nash [ 19]; Nash determined relationships between the
aspect ratio and the critical Marangoni number, and identified the effects of the dynamic
Bond number on the critical Marangoni number in an experiment using a beam ratio of
0.2. Using this test matrix allows the results of this experiment to be compared directly
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with Nash's findings. All values in the ranges for Bond numbers and aspect ratios were
examined for each test chamber diameter.
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IV. Experimental Setup
The purpose of this experiment is to study the fluid physics of thermocapillary
flow and the transition from organized oscillatory motion to chaotic motion. Flow is
induced in a circular container by subjecting the test fluid to a constant surface heat flux
of radiant energy. The radiant energy is provided by a carbon dioxide laser directed
normal to the fluid surface, causing a temperature gradient along the fluid surface. A
Ronchi imaging system is used to ensure that the fluid surface is level. The top edges of
the circular test chamber are treated with a barrier coating to prevent wetting.
Thermistors placed at various depths within the walls of the test chamber record the
temperature of the fluid at the wall interface. An infrared imaging system is used to
observe and record the surface temperature gradient.
After the laser is tumed on, the first phase of fluid motion established is steady
and two-dimensional. This flow is caused by the surface temperature gradient resulting
from the radiant heat source and the cooler chamber walls. As the laser power is
increased, the surface flow becomes unstable and three-dimensional oscillatory motion
develops. At the onset of the oscillatory motion, the laser power, wall temperature, and
center temperature of the fluid are recorded to be analyzed later. The laser power is then
again gradually increased, until a different mode of instability or oscillation is observed.
Each time a new instability develops, the data are again recorded. This procedure is
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repeateduntil chaoticmotionis observed,or until evaporationof the fluid becomesa
major factor.
This brief synopsisof theprocedureallowsthereaderto becomefamiliar with the
experimentbeforea detailedexplanationof theequipmentis given. Ratherthan
introducetheequipmentaspartof asinglesystem,it is easierto breakthesetupinto five
subsystems- thefluid system,the lasersystem,thethermalimagingsystem,thefree
surfacedeformationsystem,andthedataacquisitionsystem.Thefollowing sectionswill
providegreaterdetailaboutthecomponentsof thesesystems.Thetestprocedurewill be
explainedin greaterdetail in thesectionentitled"ExperimentalProcedureandData
Acquisition."
1. The Fluid System
The aluminum test chambers used in the experiment are shown in Figure 4. There
are five test chambers used in the experiment, having diameters of 0.5, 1.0, 1.2, 2.0, and
3.0 centimeters. The bottom of each test chamber is sealed with an aluminum disc that
has been secured in place with model cement to prevent loss of the test fluid. The depth
of a chamber is adjusted by stacking Plexiglas discs inside the chamber. Each disc is
machined to a specific thickness, and different combinations of the discs are used to
produce a range of aspect ratios for that chamber. The discs are slip fit to the chamber
diameters, allowing them to be easily added or removed. The thermal conductivity of the
aluminum chambers is approximately six times that of the test fluid. The discs provide
an insulated base for the chamber, so that the heat is dissipated through the walls of the
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chamber, thus preventing axial heat loss. One-sixteenth inch holes are bored through the
centers of the aluminum bases and the Plexiglas discs to allow oil to pass through them
and into the test chambers. A piece of 1/16 inch stainless steel tubing is cemented into
the aluminum base and acts as a feed tube.
The test fluid used in this experiment was 2 centistoke Dow Coming 200 silicone
oil, a polydimethylsiloxane polymer. The properties of silicone oil are listed in Table 2.
Silicone oil was chosen for many reasons - it is essentially non-toxic, has a low reactivity,
is nonbioactive, and is not a threat to the environment. The non-toxicity is especially
important during space flights, where safety is a major priority. Silicone oil also has a
low rate of evaporation and a relatively fiat temperature-viscosity slope. However, one of
the most important attributes of silicone oil is its insensitivity to surface contamination.
It has been shown that free surface contamination can inhibit thermocapillary flows. In
addition, silicone oil is a clear fluid, and is often used in experiments utilizing particle
image displacement velocimetry. The frequent use of silicone oil as a test fluid in other
investigations, especially the work of Lee [ 18] and Nash [ 19], allows for direct
comparisons with the results of the current experiment.
The silicone oil used in experimentation was stored in a plastic fluid reservoir. A
length of neoprene tubing connected the oil reservoir to the stainless steel feed tube at the
base of the test chambers. Oil was forced into the chamber by a piston driven by a large
knurled knob on the reservoir. In this way it was possible to exercise a great deal of
control over the amount of fluid added to the test chamber from the reservoir. It was also
possible to add additional oil during the experiment if small amounts of fluid were being
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lostdueto evaporation.However,excessiveoil losschangestheparametersof the
experiment.
The sharp pinning edge at the top of the test chamber is designed to prevent the
silicone oil from escaping the chamber. To keep the surface of the fluid flat, a barrier
coating is applied to the pinning edge with a small brush. When the coating dries to a
transparent film, it prevents wetting, ensuring that the fluid surface is fiat. The barrier
coating used is Fluorad Surface Modifier FC-723, produced by 3M.
The test chamber is mounted in a circular water bath and secured by 6 screws. A
pair of O-rings between the test chamber and the aluminum water bath prevent water
leaks from the apparatus, as shown in Figure 3. A GTE Sylvania Model 750 heat
exchanger pumps water through the water bath/test chamber assembly at a rate of 57
liters per hour. The residence time of water within the bath is approximately 30 seconds.
The cooling water is held at a constant 20 ° C by means of a temperature dial on the heat
exchanger. The water bath apparatus is attached to an adjustable mount on a leveling
table. Micrometers on the mount move the water bath assembly in two directions on the
horizontal plane. Knurled screws on the underside of the mount allow the assembly to be
tilted. In this way, it is possible to position and level the test chamber.
Thermistors mounted within the walls of the test chambers are used to measure
the fluid temperature at the wall. The thermistors used are Thermometrics P-20
thermoprobes, having a tolerance of+1% over the full temperature range. The P-20
thermoprobes have excellent stability at temperatures up to 300 ° C, which is well above
the range encountered during this experiment. The thermistors are individually calibrated
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at 10 °, 25 °, and 100 ° C. One thermistor is mounted on the outer surface of the test
chamber, 0.65 millimeters from the inner wall, as shown in Figure 4. A hole is bored 1
centimeter into the test chamber at a distance of 0.65 millimeters from the inside wall. A
second thermistor is placed in the hole at a depth of 5 millimeters, while a third
thermistor is also placed in the hole at a depth of 1 centimeter. Before the thermistors are
in place, they are coated with a high temperature thermally conductive paste. The
thermistor wires are glued to the test chamber surface with model cement several
centimeters away from the pinning edge. This positioning of the glue insures that the
pinning edge is not insulated. The thermistors are then attached to a signal conditioner.
Most of the equipment used in the experiment is mounted on a pressurized
automatic leveling optical table from Newport Corporation, as shown in Figure 5. The
table isolates the experiment from most extemal vibrations and automatically levels itself
when additional equipment is added to the table. The heat exchanger is located on the
floor rather than on the optical table to prevent unwanted vibrations. Many components
of the laser system and free surface deformation systems are also located on the optical
table.
2. The Laser System
The laser heating system induces a constant heat flux at the center of the oil
surface, as shown in Figure 1. A diagram of the laser system is shown in Figure 6. The
beam emanates from a Synrad 25 Watt carbon dioxide laser, which has a maximum
power output of 25 Watts. The laser produces a Gaussian shaped beam with a
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wavelengthof 10.5to 10.7microns. Thebeamdiameteris 3.5millimeters,andthebeam
divergenceis 4 milliradians. Boththebeamdiameterandthebeamdivergenceare
measuredat the 1/e2point in theGaussianbeamdistribution. At this point, 86% of the
laser power is within the measured beam diameter.
An LFS-46-28 power supply by Lambda Electronics powers the laser. The power
supply has an output of 28 volts with 5% variance. The laser power is controlled by a
Synrad UC-1000 universal laser controller. The controller has settings that allow the
operator to run the laser in standby mode, as a closed loop operation, by remote voltage
or current control, or in manual mode. During the experiment, the laser controller was set
to operate in manual mode, so that the laser power could be adjusted with the power
control knob on the front of the Synrad controller. Changes to the laser power using the
Synrad controller cause the power to fluctuate for a period of about 15 to 30 minutes,
while the laser stabilizes by line-jumping. Therefore, the controller is only used to set the
laser power to the maximum level needed for the experiment.
The laser power striking the fluid surface was actually controlled using a model
PAZ-15-AC-6 6 plate polarizer-attenuator manufactured by II-IV Incorporated. The
attenuator has a transmission rating of 99.0% at 10.6 micrometers, and produces a beam
deviation of less than two milliradians at a distance of one meter from the attenuator. The
extinction ratio of the polarizer-attenuator is 750:1, also measured at 10.6 micrometers.
The attenuator was mounted on an aluminum wall that was attached to the optical table at
a 90 ° angle. The attenuator is operated by rotating the lower section of the apparatus
through a 90 ° path. When the marks on the mobile and stationary parts of the attenuator
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arealigned,theattenuatoris transmitting100%of thebeam.Whenthemarksare90°
apart,thebeamisfully blocked. Thepolarizer-attenuatoris air-cooled,which is the
recommendedmethodof coolingfor the laserpowerrangebeingattenuated.
Heatproducedby thelaserduringoperationis dissipatedbycooling water
suppliedby aNeslabRTE-111Dheatexchanger.This model of heat exchanger is
recommended by Synrad for maximum power stability from the laser. The RTE- 111D
has a cooling capacity of 500 watts at 20 ° C, and a pumping capacity of 15 liters per
minute. The water from the chiller is kept at 20" C, with a variation of only +0.01 ° C.
This temperature stability is required to prevent the power level of the carbon dioxide
beam from fluctuating during the experiment.
After the direction of the carbon dioxide beam is changed by a pair of mirrors, a
90/10 zinc-selenide beam splitter directs 10% of the beam to the detector head of a power
meter, while allowing 90% of the beam to be transmitted. In this way, power readings
could be taken continuously as the experiment was being conducted. A LabMaster
Ultima power meter from Coherent with an LM3 detector head was used to monitor the
power of the laser. The LM3 detector head, also manufactured by Coherent Instruments,
can measure powers up to 3 watts. Since only 10% of the actual beam was directed to the
detector, and the maximum power of the laser is 25 watts, the power striking the head
was well within the operating range of the equipment. The detector head was calibrated
to an accuracy of+l%. The liquid crystal display of the LabMaster Ultima system shows
the beam position on the detector head, as well as displaying the power striking the
detector. The positioning feature on the LabMaster display informed the operator of any
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deviationsof the laserbeamor obstructionsin its path. By enteringanattenuationfactor
for thebeam,it waspossiblefor theLabMasterUltima to displaytheactualpower
striking thesurfaceof thefluid in thetestchamber.Usingasecondpowermeterto
displaythepowerlevelsat thesurfaceof thetestchamber,theattenuationfactorwas
determinedprior to experimentation.
An aluminumbeamblock is locateddirectly belowthe90/10beamsplitter. The
aluminumwasanodizedto preventbeamreflection,andwasattachedto amobilemount,
allowing theexperimenterto swingthebeamblock into thepathof thecarbondioxide
beam.
A pairof zinc-selenidelensesareusedto focusthecarbondioxidebeamto the
desireddiameter.By changingthedistancebetweenthelenses,theoperatoris ableto
changethediameterof thebeam.Thelensesaremountedona movableplatform,
controlledby anOrielmotorizedmicrometer.An Orielmodel 18002controlleris usedto
adjustthemicrometer.Theresistanceof themotormicrometerismeasuredusinga
voltagedivider,andfedto aconditioningboard. Usingthecalibrationcurveshownin
Figure7, thebeamdiameterat thefluid surfaceis displayedby theLabtechsoftware.
A zinc-selenidebeamcombineris locatedbelowthemovablelenses.The
combinertransmitsthecarbondioxidebeamto thetestchamber,while reflectingthe
helium-neonbeamusedin thefreesurfacedeformationsystem.Thetransmittanceof the
beamcombineris 98.5%accordingto themanufacturer.
Becauseof thedangersinvolvedwith operatingaclassIV laser,like thecarbon
dioxide laserusedin this experiment,anumberof safetymeasuresmustbein place.
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Although thesafetyprecautionsarenotexclusiveto this experiment,theyarean
importantaspectof anexperimentrequiringthepresenceof a laser.All laseroperators
mustfirst passa lasersafetytrainingcourseto becomefamiliarwith thehazardsand
precautionsinvolvedwith laseroperation.A baselineretinalscanperformedby a
opthamologistis alsorequiredof operators.In accordancewith lasersafetyregulations,
thedoorsareequippedwith an interlocksystemconnectedto thepowersupplyof the
laser,regulatingentranceto thelab. Safetywarningsarepostedoutsideof the laboratory.
All personnelwithin the labarerequiredto wearprotectiveeyewearwhenthelaseris
oper_ing.
3. The Thermal Imaging System
Thermocapillary flow is driven by a constant heat flux, which produces a
temperature gradient on the surface of the fluid. In a cylindrical chamber, this gradient is
represented by concentric rings of constant temperature. Fluid begins to flow outward
from the region of high temperature at the center of the chamber to the cooler walls. This
fluid motion is an example ofthermocapillary flow. When the flow becomes unstable,
the temperature tings deform and begin oscillating. As the power level for the laser is
increased, the oscillations change, and eventually progress into chaotic motion. By using
an infrared imager to view the surface, it is possible to capture images of the fluid motion
at the onset of these instabilities for later analysis.
The infrared imaging was performed using an Inframetrics model 600 infrared
imager. The imager scans radiation in the field of view with wavelengths in the 8 to 12
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micron range at a scanning rate of 60 Hz. The output rate of the imager is also 60 Hz.
The temperature resolution of the imager is 0.1 ° C at 30 ° C. The image detector is cooled
to 77 K before and during use by an Inframetrics cryocooler. The detector cool-down
phase takes several minutes, after which the cryocooler motor slows down to the
minimum speed needed to keep the detector at 77 K. Even when the motor is running in
the energy conservation mode, however, it produces a tremendous amount of vibrations.
Because of these vibrations, the detector is mounted on a nearby lab bench, rather than on
the optical table, so that the motor vibrations will not affect the fluid behavior. The
detector is attached to a lab jack on the bench, which allows it to be moved up and down
to bring the test chamber surface into focus.
To focus on the surface of the fluid, the infrared imager was fitted with a 3x
telescope lens and a 6 inch close up lens. A turning mirror at the end of the close up lens
reflects the image of the fluid surface into the imager, which is mounted in the horizontal
position. The turning mirror was positioned so that the viewing angle is slightly more
than 90 ° , to keep the mirror out of the path of the carbon dioxide beam. During the
cooling down period of the detector, the transmissivity of the additional optical
components is entered into the setup of the imager controller. It is also necessary to enter
the ambient temperature and the emissivity of the test fluid into the setup program. A
value of 0.91 was used for the emissivity of the silicon oil, based on the investigation by
Pline [25] into the use of infrared imaging systems to measure temperature distributions
in 10 centistoke oil. The output from the imager controller is fed to a VCR and then to a
color monitor. The VCR is used to record the images of the fluid surface during the
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experiment. Using the imager controller, the temperature range displayed in the image
can be changed, and different color patterns can be chosen to represent the temperature
gradient. The point function on the controller can be used to determine the temperature at
the center of the fluid surface.
Figure 8 shows the infrared image of the temperature distribution on the fluid
surface during an oscillation.
4. The Free Surface Deformation Imaging System
Because it has been shown in other studies that the stability of thermocapillary
flow partly depends on the shape of the fluid's free surface, it is critical that the shape of
the fluid surface be known. In the present experiment, the Ronchi technique was used to
observe the deformation of the free surface. By using the Ronchi system, the researcher
can ensure that the test chamber is completely filled with the test fluid and that the
surface of the fluid is fiat.
In the Ronchi system used for this experiment, a collimated beam of light is
reflected from the fluid surface and directed through a line grating onto a diffuse screen.
This process produces a pattern of fringed shadows on the screen. The pattern is a
sheared interferogram, also known as a Ronchigram. The relative distances between the
shadow lines in the Ronchigram give an indication of the slope of the fluid surface in that
direction. Therefore, to get a complete picture of the fluid surface, a grid with both
vertical and horizontal lines is needed. The Ronchi system shows the slope of the fluid
surface, but not the differences in height along the surface. Although regular
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interferometrycouldbeusedto give anexactrepresentation of the fluid surface, Meyers
and Stahl [26] reported several advantages to using the Ronchi system over
interferometry. Because the Ronchi system only measures the slope of the surface, it is
relatively insensitive to g-jitter that occurs in microgravity environments. The fringe
patterns produced in a Ronchigram are also much clearer than those produced by regular
light interferometry, making analysis easier. More deviation in the alignment of optics is
also allowed in the Ronchi system. For an interferometer to measure the heights on a
fluid surface, the beam of light must be perfectly aligned. After reviewing these
considerations, the Ronchi system was chosen as the preferred method to observe the
fluid surface for this experiment.
The Ronchi system used in this experiment is shown in Figure 9. The beam of
light is provided by a Siemans LGK 20 milliwatt helium-neon laser, with a power supply
from the Raytheon Company. The beam produced by the laser is polarized linearly, and
has a wavelength of 633 nanometers. The beam is collimated and then expanded by a
30x Galilean type telescope lens. Now that the beam is horizontally polarized, it passes
through a cubic beam splitter. The cubic beam splitter is used because it produces less
aberration in the beam than other types of splitters. After the beam splitter, the
polarization of the beam is changed to right hand circular polarization by a quarter wave
plate. The beam is then reflected by a zinc-selenide lens onto the test chamber. The free
fluid surface reflects the beam back into its original path. The reflection from the fluid
surface changes the polarization from right to left hand circular polarization. When
passing back through the quarter wave plate, the reflected beam is changed to vertically
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polarizedlight. Becauseit is nowvertically polarized, the beam is reflected by the beam
splitter, and directed toward a polarizing lens and the grating pattern. The polarizing lens
improves the reflected image of the fluid surface by removing any ghost reflections from
the beam.
After passing through the grating, the reflected beam of light produces a shadow
pattern on a screen. The grating is attached to a movable mount between a pair of
focusing lenses. In this way, the grating can be moved into the focal point of the lenses,
changing the distance between the lines in the shadow pattern. When the grating is
placed at the focal point and the fluid surface is fiat, the shadow pattern is reduced to a
single fringe. The image on the screen is recorded by a video camera, and passed to a
video monitor. The display on the screen allows the researcher to observe the free
surface of the fluid, and make corrections to the equipment as necessary to keep the fluid
surface flat.
5. The Data Acquisition System
The leads from the thermistors mounted in the test chamber walls are attached to
channels on a Keithly Metrabyte screw terminal, which passes the signal along to a 5B01
backplane signal conditioner from Analog Devices. The resistance from the motor
micrometer is converted to a voltage signal using a 5 volt source and a voltage divider.
This signal is passed to a 5B31 Series Module, also from Analog Devices, which is
attached to the 5B01 backplane.
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Thesignalsfrom thebackplanearethensentto aKeithly MetrabyteDAS-16F 12-
bit high speedanalogboardinsideanIBM compatiblecomputer.The signalsare
processedusingLabtechControlversion5.1for Microsoft Windows. Beforethe
programis usedto displaythetemperaturesandbeamdiameter,programmingblocksare
setup to converttherawsignalsintomeaningfuldata. Thethermistorsignalsare
convertedto temperaturesusingtheindividual calibrationsfor eachthermistor,andthe
signalfrom themotormicrometeris convertedto thebeamdiameterusingthecorrelation
from thecurvein Figure7.
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V. Experimental Procedure and Data Acquisition
I. Preparation
Before any data is collected, several steps need to be taken to ensure that a high
degree of accuracy is maintained during the experiment. The stability of the carbon
dioxide laser plays a large role in the experiment. When the internal components of the
laser are subjected to temperature changes, they are affected by thermal stresses, changing
the sizes of the parts. As the components within the laser change, the power output of the
laser fluctuates. To minimize the fluctuation of the laser power, it is important to allow
the laser to warm up before experimentation begins. First, the heat exchanger which
cools the laser is activated, allowing time for the cooling water to reach a temperature of
20 ° C. The power meter is also turned on, so that laser power can be adjusted as soon as
the laser is activated. The polarized attenuator is opened to 100 percent transmittance.
After ensuring that a beam block is in the path of the carbon dioxide beam, the laser is
armed and activated. The power level of the laser is adjusted to the desired output using
the Synrad controller. The laser is then allowed to stabilize for 45 to 60 minutes.
Once a test chamber has been selected, the desired aspect ratio is obtained by
placing a stack of clear plastic discs into the chamber to a predetermined depth. The
working depth of the chamber is then checked using a digital caliper. After greasing the
O-rings in the water bath apparatus, the test chamber is set in place, and the six holding
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screws are used to seal the chamber and bath together. The pinning edge and the inside
of the chamber are then cleaned with isopropyl alcohol and lint free towels to remove
impurities. Compressed air is used to dry the cleaned surfaces, and a barrier coating is
carefully applied to the pinning edge of the chamber. The heat exchanger tubing is
attached to the water outlet tube on the test chamber, and the water bath heat exchanger is
started. Trapped air is bled out of the water bath to ensure good cooling around the walls
of the test chamber.
The test chamber is mounted on a moveable base on the air table and secured by a
pair of holding screws. A digital protractor is used to measure the level of the test
chamber. The screws on the underside of the water bath mount are adjusted until the top
of the test chamber is level. Once the chamber is leveled, it is filled with silicon oil from
the oil reservoir. The 3x magnification lens is attached to the infrared imager after the
chamber is in place, and the imaging system is turned on. The infrared imager must be
turned on at least fifteen minutes prior to its use to allow the cryogenic pump to cool the
detector to 77 K. Once the infrared lens is in place, the ZnSe beam combiner is placed at
a 45 ° angle above the test chamber. The helium-neon laser used in the Ronchi system
and the free surface deformation camera are then activated. The angle and height of the
beam combiner are adjusted until a clear picture of the oil surface is shown on the
monitors. This image is used to insure that the oil surface is flat. If the surface is not flat,
the screws on the water bath mount are again adjusted until the surface is level.
The thermistor wires leading from the test chamber are attached to the appropriate
terminals on the signal conditioning board. Because the thermistors are individually
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calibrated, the identification number for each thermistor is entered into the Labtech
program. Once the thermistor numbers have been entered, the program is run to display
the temperatures recorded by the thermistors. If the bath temperature is not 20 ° Celsius,
the setting on the water bath heat exchanger is adjusted accordingly.
A motor micrometer is used to change the distance between the two ZnSe lenses.
This distance determines the beam diameter. A plot of the beam diameter versus the
internal resistance of the motor micrometer, shown in Figure 7, is used to develop a
correlation between the two values. This correlation is then used in Labtech to process
the signal obtained from the micrometer, allowing Labtech to display the beam diameter
in addition to the water bath temperatures. While Labtech is running, the motor
micrometer control unit is used to adjust the carbon dioxide beam to the appropriate
diameter.
After the beam diameter is set, the test chamber needs to be centered under the
laser beam. Before this can be done, the infrared imager needs to be set up. Once the
detector has cooled, the transmissivity of the external optics is set at 0.92, and the
ambient temperature and emissivity are set. The desired temperature range and color
scheme are then selected. The focus of the imager is changed by adjusting the height of
the lab jack upon which it is mounted. Once the imager is ready, it is possible to center
the chamber. The attenuator is closed partly to reduce the power of the transmitted beam.
The beam block is removed, and the position of the beam is located by watching the
infrared image on the television monitor. The micrometers on the water bath mount are
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then adjusted until the test chamber is centered under the laser beam. After the beam has
been centered, the beam block is again closed until data acquisition is ready to begin.
2. Data Acquisition
After the experimental setup is ready, data acquisition can begin. The Ronchi
image is checked to ensure that the fluid surface is level, and that the test chamber is full.
Additional oil is added as necessary from the oil reservoir. The polarized attenuator is
rotated until the transmitted beam is at the desired initial power level. The beam block is
removed from the path of the laser beam, allowing the beam to strike the fluid surface.
The infrared image of the fluid surface is displayed on a video monitor, so that the
experimenter may observe the surface phenomena. Instabilities in the fluid motion take
several minutes to develop, so the infrared image is observed for at least ten minutes
before any data collection occurs. If no instabilities develop, the laser power is increased
slowly using the attenuator.
However, if oscillations do occur, additional action is taken. The infrared imager
is used to display the temperature of the fluid at the center of the chamber. The center
temperature and the power level displayed on the power meter are recorded. The infrared
image of the fluid surface is recorded in color to videotape, allowing the oscillatory
patterns to be easily observed visually at a later date. Using the imager controller, the
display is then changed to black and white, and severai minutes of the image are recorded
for later analysis. While the images are being recorded, the Labtech program is started,
recording the side wall temperatures in the chamber during the experiment.
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After severalminutesof recordingtheinstability, theVCR is stopped.The laser
power is then slowly increased with the attenuator, until a different oscillatory pattern is
observed. When another pattern develops, all of the data is again recorded. This
procedure is repeated until chaotic motion is reached, or until experimental limitations
make further investigation for that case impossible. At high powers, evaporation of the
oil becomes a noticeable factor, interfering with the behavior of the fluid surface. Also at
high powers, surface wave motion of the fluid caused by the instabilities may become
violent, spilling oil from the test chamber. In either case, the experiment is stopped, as
sudden oil loss changes the parameters of the experiment.
During the experiment, small oil losses occasionally occurred due to evaporation.
To counter these losses, small amounts of oil were added gradually from the oil reservoir.
The addition of the oil kept the test chamber full and the oil surface level. However,
when the evaporative losses became significant, the constant addition of oil to the test
chamber changed the behavior of the fluid, and the data acquisition was discontinued.
3. Test Matrix Procedure
Because all other variables are held constant in this investigation, the dynamic
Bond number and the aspect ratio are only functions of the chamber diameter and height.
When keeping all variables except the height constant in Equations (5) and (6) and
inserting the values of silicon oil listed in Table 2, it can be seen that the aspect ratio
varies directly with height, while the Bond number varies proportionately to the height
cubed:
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AR-- (5)
Bo = Ra
Mat
= o'g'13"H3 H3 (6)
_ = 11.77" cm-2 "-R--
The test matrix shown in Table 1 was completed by varying the height and the
diameter of the test chamber. To complete the test matrix, a test chamber was chosen,
and the height was varied to produce data points for the aspect ratio values of 0.5, 1.0,
1.5, and 2.0. The corresponding dynamic Bond numbers were then calculated for these
aspect ratios using Equation 6. This procedure was then repeated for the remaining four
test chambers, each having a different diameter.
In the same way, to produce data points at Bond numbers of 0.15, 0.54, and 1.54,
a test chamber was chosen and the height was varied until the desired Bond numbers
were produced. The corresponding values of the aspect ratio were then calculated for
these dynamic Bond numbers using Equation 5. The procedure was again repeated for
the other four test chambers.
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VI. Results and Discussion
The goal of this work was to experimentally investigate the fluid physics of
thermocapillary flow in a cylindrical container as a function of laser power. This
included the initial steady two-dimensional motion, the onset of oscillation states, and the
eventual transition to chaotic flow. The experimental data are comprised of
measurements of the onset of oscillations and the measurements of flow transitions in the
phase of post-onset oscillations. The data are then interpreted to describe the fluid
behavior as a function of the system parameters and also to study the transition of the
flow states in the system.
1. Onset of Oscillations
The critical points for each observed oscillatory mode were determined for the
group of test cases listed in Table 1. At these critical points, the power of the laser
providing the heat flux and the resulting temperature difference between the center of the
fluid and the chamber wall were recorded. An infrared image of the fluid surface was
also recorded for several minutes during the oscillation period. The calculated critical
Marangoni numbers based on temperature obtained from the experimental data are listed
in Tables 3 and 4. These tables show that some of the test cases yielded multiple
oscillation states.
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The time required for the development of oscillatory flow depended on the size of
the test chamber used. Oscillations developed faster when a critical laser power was
reached in chambers with small diameters than in the large diameter cases. The
oscillations developed faster because the temperature gradient across the fluid surface
reached equilibrium faster for the smaller diameter chambers The patterns in the smaller
diameter chambers also tended to be more distinct. When the critical power for a new
oscillatory pattern was reached in the smaller diameter chambers, one pattern quickly
changed into the new pattern. In the larger diameter chambers, however, as the critical
power was reached, the surface patterns made a very gradual transition to the new
oscillation. The gradual change of the flow pattern in the large diameter chamber made it
necessary to wait for a period of time between laser power increases during the
experiment. This period of time allowed oscillations to fully develop.
During the experiment, it was also noted that evaporative losses were most
noticeable in test cases characterized by a very small fluid volume. These cases occurred
when the values for the aspect ratio and the Bond number were low. The evaporation of
the test fluid occurs more rapidly in small diameter test chambers, as the small volume of
fluid is heated very rapidly. Even with side wall cooling, the average temperature of the
fluid increases dramatically. In a case with a large volume, heat is dissipated throughout
the fluid, and eventually to the cooling water, resulting in a lower average temperature in
the fluid. Data collection was stopped when loss of the test fluid became noticeable. In
many of the small diameter cases, the evaporation of the test fluid ended the collection of
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data. For larger diameter cases, data collection usually ended when the rapidly oscillating
test fluid spilled out of the chamber.
Figure 10 illustrates the effects that changing the Bond number has on the value
of the critical Marangoni number at the initial onset of oscillations for cases with fixed
aspect ratios. For a given aspect ratio, increasing the dynamic Bond number results in a
higher critical Marangoni number, indicating that a higher power is required to induce
oscillatory flow. This suggests that buoyancy forces, which are more prevalent at higher
dynamic Bond numbers, have a stabilizing effect on the fluid, effectively delaying the
onset of flow instabilities. Figure 10 also shows that the critical Marangoni number is
more sensitive to changes in the Bond number for small aspect ratios. This trend
suggests that there is a critical limit for the aspect ratio, below which the Marangoni
number needed to induce oscillations will require a power level that exceeds the
parameters of the current experimental setup. In addition, for higher aspect ratios, there
seems to be an asymptotic limit of the dynamic Bond number beyond which there us no
onset of oscillations.
The dependence of the Marangoni number on the aspect ratio is shown in Figure
11. If the Bond number is held constant, decreasing the aspect ratio results in a high
critical Marangoni number required to induce oscillatory motion. There is difficulty
inducing oscillations in chambers low aspect ratios, even though the stabilizing effect of
buoyancy forces is reduced. In these cases, the retum flow to the surface is interrupted by
the shallow bottom, which dampens the flow disturbance. The damping of the flow
disturbance means that a higher power is required to induce instability in the fluid flow.
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Becausethecritical Marangoninumberincreasesquickly for smallaspectratios, it is
possiblethat a lower limit existsfor theaspectratio,belowwhichthestabilizingeffects
of thechamberbottompreventanyoscillationsfrom occurring. This would agree with
the conclusions drawn from Figure 10. Conversely, the critical Marangoni number for
large aspect ratio cases is very low. In high aspect ratio cases, the depth of the fluid
allows for fully developed return flow to the fluid surface, as shown in Figure 1. As the
aspect ratio is continually increased, the critical Marangoni number also seems to reach a
lower asymptotic limit. Below this limit, no oscillations were observed for any value of
the Bond number.
The onset conditions for oscillatory flow have been measured previously by Nash
[19,27]. The Marangoni numbers that he reported are listed in Table 5. The
measurement of onset conditions was repeated in this experiment because of
modifications made to the test equipment. The critical Marangoni numbers measured in
this investigation were higher than the values that Nash reported, and this difference can
be attributed to the different setups. The use of an enclosed cooling jacket around the test
chamber maintained consistent side wall temperatures during the present experiment.
The open cooling method employed by Nash may not have provided a constant wall
temperature for the chamber, allowing the boundary conditions of the experiment to
fluctuate. Such fluctuations would encourage the premature development of oscillations.
The laser acting as a radiant heat source in the present investigation was also more stable
than that used by Nash. An unstable heat source would have reduced the stability of fluid
flows by inducing temperature fluctuations at the center of the fluid.
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2. Oscillatory Modes
Five distinct oscillatory modes and one chaotic mode were observed during the
experiment. These modes are consistent with those observed by Nash [19], which he
reported andcharacterized. Nash also observed a sixth oscillatory mode which was not
seen during this experiment. The sixth oscillatory mode was described by Nash as a five-
lobed pattern which rotated around the center of the fluid. Nash observed the sixth mode
while experimenting with a low beam ratio value of 0.05 and a small aspect ratio, 0.3.
These conditions were not repeated in the current investigation. For each oscillatory
mode observed in this experiment, three frames are presented, representing time elapsed
images of the fluid surface. It should be noted that the modes exhibiting tangential
motion rotated in both the clockwise and counterclockwise directions at different times
during the course of the experiment.
Figure 12 shows Mode A oscillations, frequently referred to as the "swirling"
oscillation. The temperature distribution in this mode forms an elliptical shape which
rotates about the center of the fluid. The rotation of the elliptical form can occur in both
the clockwise and counterclockwise directions. All fluid motion is purely tangential in
this mode.
Figure 13 illustrates Mode B, the "twisting" motion. The temperature distribution
once again is shaped like an ellipse, as shown in the first frame of Figure 13. The form
rotates one direction to the position shown in the second frame, then reverses the
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direction of rotation and returns to the original position, shown in the third frame. This
oscillation is also comprised of purely tangential motion.
Mode C oscillations are characterized by a "sloshing" motion, as shown in Figure
14. As the oscillation begins to develop, the concentric circles of steady temperature
distribution begin to move back and forth across the fluid surface along a single line of
motion. The sloshing form is compressed and deformed at the walls of the chamber.
The fourth mode observed was Mode D, shown in Figure 15. As the fluid
oscillates, it seems to possess a "beating" motion. The temperature distribution forms an
ellipse, which shrinks down along its major axis toward the center of the chamber. As the
first ellipse is shrinking, a second ellipse expands from the center of the chamber along a
line perpendicular to the major axis of the first. The pattern then repeats, with the two
ellipses alternately pulsing out from the center. When the ellipses encounter the chamber
walls, the temperature distribution is deformed, causing the "hourglass" shape shown in
Figure 15.
The final type of oscillatory motion observed in this investigation is shown in
Figure 16. This pattern, the Mode E oscillation possess a three-lobed temperature
distribution. The lobes either pulse like Mode D or rotate quickly about the center of the
fluid. The speed of the oscillation makes it difficult to discem by which mechanism the
pattern is moving.
In the following analysis, it is desired to find out if the route of the flow
transitions is different from that occurring in pure Rayleigh convection which is
buoyancy driven. While the transitions in Rayleigh convection involve an infinite
number of subharmonic modes, it is suspected that the transitions in combined
thermocapillary and buoyant convection contain only superharmonic modes and no
subharmonic modes. It is a conjecture that the property of the energy cascade in fully
turbulent flow is also modified when thermocapillarity is significant in the flow
configuration. Based on these findings the following discussion of the experimental
results will be aimed at answering the critical questions listed below:
1. What are the characteristics of the Hopfbifurcation from the steady to the oscillatory
state?
2. What is the route of the flow transitions from organized oscillations to chaos?
3. What are the characteristics of the power spectra and the phase trajectories at various
transitional stages as functions of thermocapillarity and buoyancy?
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3. Analysis of the Instabilities
Using the fluid surface temperature at the side walls and at the center of the fluid
surface from the infrared images collected, the temperature gradient along the fluid
surface was calculated. Before data analysis began, the infrared images of the fluid
surface were transferred from videotape to laser disc. The laser disc provides immediate
access to individual frames, making analysis of the video much more efficient.
The Tracker program for Windows was used to measure the gray scale at various
points on the black and white surface image. The gray level at a point is a direct
representation of the temperature at that point on the image. Twenty equidistant points
on the fluid surface were selected for analysis. The points were located on a common
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radius around the center of the test chamber. The Tracker program measured the gray
scale intensity at these points for a large number of frames. By analyzing the gray scale
representations of these temperatures from the infrared image, the behavior of the
temperature oscillation at the surface could be observed.
The flow transitions were studied using power spectra and phase trajectories.
There are other tools available for the investigation of the transitions of flow from
organized oscillations to chaos, such as the bi-orthogonal decomposition (BOD) method
[28], autocorrelation functions, and Lyapunov exponents. Due to time limitations for the
present investigation, only the power spectra and the phase trajectories will be used to
analyze the results.
3.1 Power Spectra
Using the temperature data obtained from the infrared imager, power spectra were
plotted for each oscillatory pattern observed. The power spectrum for an oscillation is
generated by performing a Fast Fourier Transform on a time history of a surface
temperature at a fixed location. The power spectrums provide a number of important
facts about the surface phenomena, including the frequency of the oscillatory motion,
identification of oscillations caused by spinning or standing waves, and the intensity of
each oscillatory mode. Power spectra can also be used as an indication of chaotic flow.
As the flow pattern in a system approaches chaotic flow, the power spectra show
increasing numbers of harmonic modes. The bases of the spikes representing the modes
gradually widen as chaotic flow is approached, eventually forming a continuous pattern.
5O
Another important characteristic of a typical power spectrum for chaos is that the
continuous spectrum decays exponentially with respect to frequency.
The identification of an oscillatory mode is accomplished through the Fourier
transformation of the time history of the infrared image of the oscillation. For a typical
spinning sinusoidal wave with a single frequency at a fixed radial coordinate, the wave
form is represented by:
sin(c0 .t-co .0) (7)
where co is the frequency, a is the wave number, and 0 is the coordinate in the azimuthal
direction. Conversely, for a typical standing sinusoidal wave with a single frequency at a
fixed radial coordinate, the waveform is represented as:
sin(co .t). sin(cz .0 ) (8)
When a Fourier transformation from the time domain to the frequency domain is
performed on the waveform in Equations 7 and 8 at various angles 0, the spinning and
standing modes can easily be distinguished. For a spinning wave, the spikes on the
power spectra will have the same height at various angles; for a standing wave, the spikes
will vary significantly. Using Figure 19 as an example, the spikes at different phase
angles have the same height, indicating that the oscillation contains a spinning wave.
Before further explanation of the experimental data is given, the method of
labeling oscillations must be presented. For each test case in the experiment, the laser
power was increased until oscillatory motion was observed. Two minutes of oscillations
were recorded, and the laser power was again increased. Another two minutes of
oscillations were recorded when the pattern changed. This process was repeated until the
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loss of test fluid due to evaporation or spills caused by vigorous fluid motion became
noticeable. The initial oscillation recorded is termed the "first oscillation," with the
second pattern being named the "second oscillation" and so forth. Analysis of the first
oscillation yielded no spikes in the corresponding power spectrum. The lack of power
spectrum spikes in these cases suggests that the first observed oscillations of the fluid
surface were not fully developed oscillations, but were the first step in the transition to
fully developed flow described by Chun [14]. Therefore, analysis of the collected data
begins with the second observed oscillatory pattern, where it is believed that fully
developed oscillations first appear.
Figures 17 and 18 show the modes of the second and third oscillations for all of
the constant aspect ratio cases. In general, spinning waves occur when both the aspect
ratio and the the bond number are low. It also seems that the regime of standing waves is
bounded by the modes with a combination of standing and spinning waves. Beyond the
boundary of the combined modes, spinning waves occur. Presently, there is no theory or
physical model to explain these observations. Further study is needed to understand the
fundamental mechanisms of the cause of this behavior.
Figure 19 shows the power spectra of the second oscillation of the test case with
an aspect ratio of 1 and a Bond number of 2.94. The images from the infrared camera
were digitized at r/R=0.25 (r is the radial coordinate and R is the chamber diameter) at
three different phase angles. As can be seen in the power spectra, single dominant
frequency exists at 0.93 Hz. Figures 20 through 24 show the power spectra for five
consecutive stages of flow transition following the second oscillation. The power
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spectrum clearly evolves when the state of oscillatory flow changes, In the fifth
oscillation, shown in Figure 22, two superharmonic modes appear. This indicates an
energy transfer from the first to higher harmonic modes. The spectrum becomes wide
and loses the characteristics of organized oscillations in the sixth and seventh oscillations.
As opposed to the characteristics of flow transitions for forced convection over a wavy
wall [29,30] and natural convection in an enclosure [31,32] which involve an infinite
number of subharmonic modes, the transitions in combined thermocapillary and buoyant
convection contain no subharmonic modes but only superharmonic modes.
In the path to chaotic flow, the power spectra usually show increasing harmonic
modes with the bases of the spikes widening to eventually form a continuous pattern. It
can be seen that base widening started to occur in the fourth oscillation and that multiple
spikes exist in the fifth sixth, and seventh oscillations. This indicates that the flow
structures have undergone a series of transitions toward the chaotic state.
Another important characteristic of a typical power spectrum for chaos is that the
continuous spectrum decays exponentially with respect to frequency. This pattern was
not observed in the present set of data. Therefore, the flow state has not yet reached the
chaotic state.
The dynamic Bond number for the case discussed above was 2.94, which
indicates that there is a significant buoyancy effect. To limit the buoyancy effect, it is
desirable to acquire data for a low Bond number case. In a ground-based experiment, this
translates into using a small test chamber, which has the problem of strong oil
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evaporationandthusallowsinvestigationof only a limited range of laser powers
(Marangoni numbers).
The power spectra for another case, aspect ratio of 0.5 and Bond number equal to
3.31, is included due to its peculiar characteristics. Immediately after the onset of
oscillation, there exist two harmonic modes in the power spectra shown in Figure 25.
One is a spinning mode and the other is a standing mode. Furthermore, the bases of the
spikes are already fairly wide. This could imply that the flow structure is quickly
approaching a chaotic state. However, in the higher transitions shown in Figures 26 and
27, no superharmonic modes can be observed. The question of whether it is possible for
neither superharmonic nor subharmonic modes to occur when the flow structure
undergoes a series of transitions to the chaotic state remains. System parameters that
might characterize this phenomenon are also unknown.
3.2 Phase Trajectories
A phase trajectory is another useful tool to analyze oscillations. A phase
trajectory is constructed by plotting the time history of the gray level of an infrared image
at a specific point against the time history of the gray level at the same point but with a
time lag. The periodic state, quasi-periodic, and aperiodic states can be clearly observed
when phase trajectory is plotted. With further analysis, the number of dimensions of the
strange attractors on a phase plot can be obtained. A strange attractor can be defined as a
group of interconnected loops which have indefinite paths embedded for a particle to
travel. For the test case discussed in the previous subsection with an aspect ratio equal to
1 and a Bond number of 2.94, the flow transitions involving periodic, quasi-periodic, and
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chaoticmodescanbeobservedin phase-trajectoryplotsasshownin Figures28A through
F. Fora sinusoidalfunctionwith asinglefrequencysuchasFigure19,thephase
trajectoryfollows asimpleloopin a circularor elliptical shapeasshownin Fig. 28A. In
Figures28B throughF, thephasetrajectoriesbecomecomplicatedstrangeattractorsand
havemultiple loops. Specifically,in Figure28Ftherearetwo main branchesof loops
which indicatetheexistenceof aquasi-periodicstate.
In thetest casewith thedynamicBondnumberof 3.31andanaspectratio of 0.5,
thephasetrajectoriesareshownin Figures29A throughC. As implied in the
correspondingpowerspectrashownin Figures25 through27, themultiple branchesof
trajectoriescouldnotappearsincethenumberof harmonicmodesdid not increasefrom
thesecondto thefourthoscillation. It isworthwhile to notethatthedatafor thephase
trajectoryplotshavebeenpreprocessedwith anarrow-bandfilter. Thefiltering process
minimizestheeffectsof experimentalnoise.Without thenarrow-bandfilter, thephase
trajectoriesbecomeveryblurry, asshownin Figures30A throughC. Caremustbetaken
to avoidover-filteringanddistortingthecritical characteristicsof theoscillationmode.
4. The Chaotic Flow Regime
Although a large number of cases were investigated, chaotic flow was only
observed for a single set of parameters. Random flow developed in the 0.5 cm test
chamber during tests with the aspect ratio of the chamber set at 2.0. The Bond number
for this setting is 5.88. Nash [19] also observed chaotic flow for these conditions in 1994.
Infrared images of the flow surface for this set of test parameters are shown in Figure 31.
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The power spectrum of the first fully developed oscillatory pattern for this case is
shown in Figure 32. Similar to the case with a two harmonic modes appear in the power
spectrum immediately after the onset of oscillations. Both are standing waves, and the
spike associated with the lower frequency is shorter than that associated with the higher
frequency. Higher transitions are shown in Figures 33 through 36. Laser reflections from
the fluid surface created anomalies on the infrared images of the surface during data
collection for the third observed oscillation. The unusual shape of the power spectrum
for this pattem (Figure 33) proves that the surface data was distorted in this case. The
fourth oscillation, Figure 34, has no unusual interference, and shows the addition of other
modes of oscillation to the pattern. The increased background noise, the widening of the
peak bases, and the overall choppy shape of the peaks in Figure 35 is an indication that
the oscillatory pattern observed is nearing non-periodic flow. The sixth oscillation,
shown in Figure 36, has power spectra that are close to a continuous pattern, indicating
that the flow is nearly chaotic. This characteristic can be further confirmed in the phase
trajectories generated from the data.
The phase trajectories in Figure 37 provide an clear picture of the transition of the
flow structure from organized oscillatory flow (Figure 37A) through increasingly
complex patterns achieving quasi-periodicity (Figure 37D) to chaotic behavior (Figure
37E). This was the only set of test parameters from Table 1 that exhibited near-chaos
behavior.
For future work related to the current investigation, the experimental system will
be modified to extend the operating range. The test cell will be capped and pressurized
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SO that the evaporation rate of the silicone oil will be reduced. The silicone oil will be
distilled to separate and remove highly volatile components. The distillation process will
also reduce the evaporation rate of the oil.
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VII. Conclusions and Recommendations
The goals of this experiment were to investigate the oscillatory flow regimes that
resulted from a combined thermocapillary and buoyant convection, and to characterize
the oscillatory states leading to the transition to chaos.
For the range of aspect ratios and dynamic Bond numbers selected in this
experiment up to five oscillatory modes were observed, which agreed qualitatively with
previous measurements by Nash [ 19]. However, the critical Marangoni numbers were
slightly lower due to refinements of the experimental apparatus. Among all test cases,
only one condition gave rise to a fully developed chaotic flow.
The experimental results were analyzed using power spectra and phase trajectory
plots of the observed oscillatory surface temperatures. It has been observed that in all test
cases, the flow structures undergo a series of flow transitions and reach quasi-periodic or
chaotic states when the limit of the experimental system is approached. The most
significant finding is that while the transitions in Rayleigh convection involve an infinite
number of subharmonic modes, the transitions in combined thermocapillary and buoyant
convection contain no subharmonic but only superharmonic modes. In addition, there are
certain cases in which two fundamental modes appear immediately after the onset of
oscillation. Quite often one is a spinning mode and the other is a standing mode.
There are two factors limiting the range of laser power for heating the silicone oil.
One is that evaporation rate becomes too strong when high laser power is reached. The
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other one is that the oil spills over the pinning edge due to strong surface waves when the
laser power is too high. The potential remedies are to enclose the top of the test cell and
run the experiments with elevated pressure and to triple distill the silicone oil. These two
steps could reduce the evaporation rate of the silicone oil and thus provide a wider test
range in the future.
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IX. Tables and Figures
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Bond Numbers Tested for Fixed Values of the Aspect Ratio
Chamber Aspect Ratio
Diameter 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
0.5 cm 0.09 0.74 2.48 5.88
1.0 cm 0.37 2.94 9.92 23.5
1.2 cm 0.53 4.23 14.3 33.9
2.0 cm 1.47 11.8 39.7 94.1
3.0 cm 3.31 26.5 89.3 211.7
Aspect Ratios Tested for Fixed Values of the Bond Number
Chamber
Diameter
Bond Number
0.13 0.54 1.54
0.5 cm 0.565 0.903 1.280
1.0 cm 0.356 0.569 0.807
1.2 cm 0.315 0.504 0.715
2.0 cm 0.224 0.358 0.508
3.0 cm 0.171 0.273 0.388
Table 1: Test Matrix
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Property Symbol Value at 25 ° C
Specific Heat
Thermal Conductivity
Thermal Diffusivity
Volumetric Expansion
Coefficient
Temperature Coefficient
of Surface Tension
Dynamic Viscosity
Density
Cp
k
_t
720 J
kg.°C
J0.1087
m.s.OC
7.27 x 10 "s m2
S
1.17 x 10 .3 1
°C
8.5 x 10 -5 N
m.OC
1.74x 10 3 N.s
m 2
kg
872 --
m 3
Surface Tension o 0.0187 N
m
Prandtl Number Pr 27
Flash Point 189 °C
Refractive Index 1.3904
Table 2: Physical Properties of 2 centistoke Silicon Oil
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Aspect Bond Critical Critical
Ratio Number Mat Mat,
Nash [ 19]
0.5 0.09 5.46x104 3.03x104
0.5 0.37 7.36x104 6.99x104
0.5 0.53
0.5 1.47
0.5 3.31
9.84x 104
1.49x10 _
3.88x10 _
8.45x104
1.29x 10_
no data
1.0 0.74 2.96x 104 1.76x 104
1.0 2.94 4.60x104 2.42x104
1.0 4.23 5.52x104 3.85x104
1.0
1.0
11.8
26.5
1.13x10 _
1.97xt0 _
1.10xl0 _
no data
1.5 2.84 2.74x104 1.94x104
1.5 9.92 3.66x104 3.04x104
1.5 14.3 4.92x104
1.5 39.7
1.5 89.3
1.18x10 _
1.70x10 _
3.65x104
1.04x10 _
no data
2.0 5.88 2.96x104 1.67x104
2.0 23.5 4.47x104 2.28x104
2.0 33.9 5.56x104 3.21x104
2.0 94.1 1.02x10 _ 9.17x104
2.0 211.7 1.50x10 _ no data
Aspect
Ratio
Bond
Number
Critical
Mat
Critical
Mat,
Nash [19]
0.565
0.356
0.315
0.224
0.171
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13
4.30x104
1.05x10 _
1.77x10 _
2.52x10"
9.47x 104
1.42x10 _
no data
no data
0.903
0.569
0.504
0.358
0.273
0.54
0.54
0.54
0.54
0.54
2.95xl 04
7.83x104
9.80x104
2.10x10 _
1.93x104
5.04x104
7.74x 104
no data
no data
1.28 1.54 2.79x 104 2.23x 104
0.807 1.54 5.24x104 2.86x104
0.715 1.54 6.77x104 4.37x104
0.508 1.54 1.50xl 0' 1.26x 10 s
0.388 1.54 3.51x10' no data
Table 5: Critical Marangoni Values
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1. Test Chamber 4. Cooling Water Outlet
2. Water Bath 5. Oil Feed
3. Cooling Water Inlet 6. Rubber O-Rings
Figure 3" Test Chamber with Cooling Water Jacket
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1. Test Fluid
2. Pinning Edge
3. Anodized Aluminum Walls
4. Oil Feed Inlet
5. Aluminum Base
6. Plexiglas Disc
7. Thermistor 1
8. Thermistor 2
9. Thermistor 3
10. Cooling Water Outlet
Figure 4: Test Chamber
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Figure 5: Experiment Setup
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1. CO2 Laser
2. Flat Mirrors
3. Polarizer - Attenuator
4. 90/10 ZnSe Beam Splitter
5. Power Meter Detector Head
6. ZnSe Focusing Lenses
7. Motor-Micrometer
8. ZnSe Beam Combiner
9. Test Chamber/Water Bath
Figure 6: Laser System
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Figure 8: Infrared Image of a Temperature Gradient
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5 3 ['U7 I0
2 : : 5 5
12 13 14
1. Helium-Neon Laser
2. Beam Expander
3. Mirror
4. Cubic Beam Splitter
5. 90 mm Focal Length Lenses
6. 90 mm Focal Length Flip Lens
7. -60 mm Focal Length Flip Lens
8. Quarter Wave Plate
9. ZnSe Beam Combiner
10. Test Chamber/Water Bath
11. Linear Polarizer
12. Diffraction Grating
13. Projection Screen
14. CCD Camera
Figure 9: Free Surface Deformation Imaging System
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Figure 12 Mode A (Swirling) Oscillations
7_
Figure 13 Mode B (Twisting) Oscillations
7_)
Figure 14: Mode C (Sloshing) Oscillations
Figure 15: ModeD (Beating)Oscillations
Figure 16: Mode E (3-Lobe Beating) Oscillations
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Figure 19: Power Spectrums for the Second Observed Oscillation of
the Diameter 1.0, Aspect Ratio 1.0, Bond Number 2.94 Case
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Figure 20: Power Spectrums for the Third Observed Oscillation of
the Diameter 1.0, Aspect Ratio 1.0, Bond Number 2.94 Case
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Figure 21 : Power Spectrums for the Fourth Observed Oscillation of
the Diameter 1.0, Aspect Ratio 1.0, Bond Number 2.94 Case
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Figure 22: Power Spectrums for the Fifth Observed Oscillation of
the Diameter 1.0, Aspect Ratio 1.0, Bond Number 2.94 Case
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Figure 23: Power Spectrums for the Sixth Observed Oscillation of
the Diameter 1.0, Aspect Ratio 1.0, Bond Number 2.94 Case
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Figure 24: Power Spectrums for the Seventh Observed Oscillation of
the Diameter 1.0, Aspect Ratio 1.0, Bond Number 2.94 Case
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Figure 25: Power Spectrums for the Second Observed Oscillation of
the Diameter 3.0, Aspect Ratio 0.5, Bond Number 3.31 Case
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Figure 26: Power Spectrums for the Third Observed Oscillation of
the Diameter 3.0, Aspect Ratio 0.5, Bond Number 3.31 Case
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Figure 27: Power Spectrums for the Fourth Observed Oscillation of
the Diameter 3.0, Aspect Ratio 0.5, Bond Number 3.31 Case
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Phase Trajectory for the Second Oscillation, Chamber Diameter 1.0 cm,
Aspect Ratio 1.0, Bond Number 2.94 Case
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Aspect Ratio 1.0, Bond Number 2.94 Case
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Figure 28D:
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Phase Trajectory for the Fifth Oscillation Chamber Diameter 1.0 cm,
Aspect Ratio 1.0, Bond Number 2.94 Case
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Figure 28E:
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Normalized q(t)
Phase Trajectory for the Sixth Oscillation, Chamber Diameter 1.0 cm,
Aspect Ratio 1.0, Bond Number 2.94 Case
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Figure 28F:
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Phase Trajectory for the Seventh Oscillation, Chamber Diameter 1.0 cm,
Aspect Ratio 1.0, Bond Number 2.94 Case
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Figure 3 l: Chaotic Motion, Diameter 0.5 cm,
Aspect Ratio 2.0, Bond Number 5.88
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Figure 32: Power Spectrums for the Second Observed Oscillation of
the Diameter 0.5, Aspect Ratio 2.0, Bond Number 5.88 Case
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Figure 33: Power Spectrums for the Third Observed Oscillation of
the Diameter 0.5, Aspect Ratio 2.0, Bond Number 5.88 Case
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Figure 34: Power Spectrums for the Fourth Observed Oscillation of
the Diameter 0.5, Aspect Ratio 2.0, Bond Number 5.88 Case
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Figure 35: Power Spectrums for the Fifth Observed Oscillation of
the Diameter 0.5, Aspect Ratio 2.0, Bond Number 5.88 Case
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Figure 36: Power Spectrums for the Sixth Observed Oscillation of
the Diameter 0.5, Aspect Ratio 2.0, Bond Number 5.88 Case
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Figure 37B: Phase Trajectory for the Third Oscillation, Chamber Diameter 0.5 cm,
Aspect Ratio 2.0, Bond Number 5.88 Case
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Aspect Ratio 2.0, Bond Number 5.88 Case
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Power Spectrums for the Second Observed Oscillation of the Diameter 0.5,
Aspect Ratio 1.0, Bond Number 0.74 Case
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2. Power Spectra for the 1.0 cm Diameter Test Chamber
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3. Power Spectra for the 1.2 cm Diameter Test Chamber
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4. Power Spectra for the 2.0 cm Diameter Test Chamber
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5. Power Spectra for the 3.0 cm Diameter Test Chamber
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